
Infants
- Crib sheet (port-a-crib size sheet)

- Receiving blanket or other light blanket

- Pacifiers (if needed)

- Pre-mixed bottles with a lid. Formula or breast milk labeled with child?s full name and date. Please note, cow?s milk is provided 
by the center and may not be brought into your child?s classroom

- Food (sealed and portioned, labeled with child?s full name and date)

- Diapers, diaper wipes and over the counter diaper cream

- Sunscreen (may only be applied with completed medication order form)

- Spare sets of seasonally appropriate clothing, socks, outerwear and bibs

Toddlers
- Cot sheet labeled with your child?s name (Toddler size fitted bed sheet)

- Light blanket & pillow labeled with your child?s name (pillow is not necessary but if needed may be travel size pillow only).

- Diapers, diaper wipes and over the counter diaper cream

- Sunscreen (may only be applied with completed medication order form)

- Lunch (sealed and portioned, labeled with child?s full name and date)

- Four empty Sippy cups each day. Celebree does NOT rinse and re-use Sippy cups. The cups will be sent home for proper 
washing each night.

- Comfortable play style clothing (our children are busy and may get messy during their day at school).

- Athletic style sneakers are preferred. Clogs, open toed, and sandal type shoes are NOT appropriate for outdoor and active play.

- At least one spare set of seasonally appropriate clothing, socks, and outerwear. (More sets and an extra set of shoes may be 
needed if your child is potty training).

- Birthdays- Celebree is privileged to be included in celebrating your child?s birthday! We welcome prepared (with ingredient 
label in place) treats you would like to provide, but please send enough for each child in your child?s classroom.

Preschool (Two-Five years)
- Cot sheet labeled with your child?s name (Toddler size fitted bed sheet)

- Light blanket & pillow labeled with your child?s name (pillow is not necessary but if needed may be travel size pillow only).

- Diapers, diaper wipes and over the counter diaper cream

- Sunscreen (may only be applied with completed medication order form)

- Lunch (sealed and portioned, labeled with child?s full name and date)

- Comfortable play style clothing (our children are busy and may get messy during their day at 
school).

- Athletic style sneakers are preferred. Clogs, open toed, and sandal type shoes are NOT 
appropriate for outdoor and active play.

- At least one spare set of seasonally appropriate clothing, socks, and outerwear. (More sets and 
an extra set of shoes may be needed if your child is potty training).

- Birthdays- Celebree is privileged to be included in celebrating your child?s birthday! We 
welcome prepared (with ingredient label in place) treats you would like to provide, but please 
send enough for each child in your child?s classroom.

What to bring to Celebree...
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